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WIND-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OE’ COIITROL-SURFACE CWWCTERISTICS
111 - A SWILL AERODYNAMIC BALANCE OF VARIOUS NOSE SHAPES
USED WITH A 30-PERCENT-CHORD FLAP ON AM NACA 0009 AIRFOIL
By Milton B. Ames, Jr.
.
SUMWRY
Tests have been made in the NACA 4-, by 6-foot vertical
wind tunnel of an NACA 0009 airfoil with a 30-percent-chord
flap having a small amount of aerodynamic balance.- In the
investigation the effect of balance nose shape and gap at
the nose of the flap has been determined. A few tests were
made to determine the effectiveness of a tab on the bal-
anced surface. The complete section aerodpamic character-
istics ‘of some of the arrangem.snts tested are given. A
partial analysis of the data has been made, and the results are
discussed.
The results indicate that, in general, the lift effec-
tiveness of the flap was unaffected by the addition of a
small ~ount of aerodynamic overhang, and the balance ef-
fectiveness of the flap was increased. The blunt-nose
shape gave the greatest reduction in flap section hinge-
moment. coefficient for moderate flap deflections, but for
flap deflections greater than 20 0 the medium flap nose was
the most effective in this respect. The presence of a gap
at the flap nose reduced the lift effectiveness and the
balance effectiveness of the flap for all of the test con-
ditions except when the angle of attack and the flap de-
flection mere botb positive. The effects caused by the
presence of a gap increased as the taper of the flap nose
shape increased. The characteristics of the tab wer’e gen-
erally unaffected by, aerodynamic overhang and flap nose
shape. The minimum profile-drag coefficient of the air-
foil with the flap having the most tapered nose shape was
about 15 percent greater than for the airfoil with the
blunt nose flap.
—.
.
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lNTRODUOTION
The recent increases in speed and size of airplanes
have produced control forces of such magnitude that it
has becone increasingly important to reduce hinge moments
on the controls and thus to reduce the forces on the con-
trol stick. In an effort to obtain a satisfactory solu-
tion of the problem, the NACA has instituted an extensive
investigation to determine the aerodynamic characteristics
of control surfaces and to present adequate data for con-
trol-surface design. -Because a conventional control sur-
face is merely a flap on an airfoil, these tvo terms are
used synonymously. As a part of this investigation, some
of the effects of flap nose shape and gap on a typical
horizontal tail of finite span were determined in the “full-
scale tunnel and are reported in reference 1.
.
.
.
The more basic part of”the investigation is, however~
being made in.a tvo-dimensional flow. The first part of
the two-dimensional flow investigation was the determina-
tion of the section characteristics for airfoil-flap com-
binations using plain flaps with sealed gaps at the flap
nose. Flaps of various sizes from O to 100 percent of
the airfoil chord were tested. (See references 2, 3, and
4.) The data presented in references 2, 3, and 4 have
‘~een analyzed and parameters for determining the charac-
teristics of a thin symmetrical airfoil with a plain flap
of any chord and with the gap at the flap nose sealed are
given in reference 5. The results of force tests of a
plain flap with various gaps at the flap nose are presented ,
in reference 6.
.
The present report gives the results of tests of an . I
airfoil having a 30-percent-chord flap with a 20-percent-
flap-chord overhang and a 20-percent-flap –chord tab. The
tests were made to determine the effect of various flap
nose shapes and several sizes of gap at the flap nose on
the aerodynamic characteristics’ of the airfoil-flap-tab
combination. In order that the data might be made imme-
diately available, only a very limited analysis of the
,.
results has beeh made.
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3APPARaTUS MD MODEL
The tests were made in the NACA 4- by 6-foot vertical
d wind tunnel (reference 7) , modified as described in ref-0’
y erence 2 for force tests of a model in a two-dimensional
1=1 flow. A three-component balance system has been installed
in the tunnel. On this balance the aerodynamic forces of
lift and drag and the pitching moments are measured inde-
pendently and simultaneously. ghe hinge moments of the
flap and the tab are measured with special torque-rod bal-
ances built into the model.
The 2-foot-chord by 4-foot-span model was the same
model used for the investigation in reference 6, but with
modifications so that tests could be made with a small
overhanging balance on the flap. (See fig. 13) The model
was made of laminated mahogany to the NACA 0009 profile,
the stations and ordinates of which are given in table I.
The flap chord, measured from the flap-hinge axis to the.
airfoil trailing edge, is 30 percent of the airfoil chord.
The overhanging balance ahead of the flap-hinge axis is
20 percent of the flap chord. The flap nose shape and
the gap between the flap nose and the airfoil were varied
by detachable flap nose blocks and airfoil tail blocks
ahead of the flap nose. The nose shapes tested are shown
in figure 1 and were developed to give a systematic variat-
ion of flap nose shape profile. The stations and ordi-
nates fo’r the various flap nose shapes are given in table
11. The nose shapes are identified by numbers O, 8, 20,
28, 28A, and 31 to indicate the approximate degrees the
flap may be deflected before the 0.20cf overhanging flap
nose protrudes beyond the contour of the airfoil profile:
Nose shapes 8, 20, 28, and 31 are modified conic sections.
Nose 28A is an application of a nose profile used in the
tests of reference 1. The blunt nose, nose shape O, was
obtained, by making the leading-edge radius approximately
one-half the airfoil section thickness at the radius cen-
ter. The tab was made of brass,. and the nose radius is
approximately one-half the airfoil thickness at the tab-
hinge axis. The gap between the tab and the flap was
fixed at 0.1 of 1 percent of the airfoil chord.
The model, when mounted in the tunnel, completely
spanned the test section. With this type of installation,
two-dimensional flow is approximated and the section char-
acteristics of the airfoil, flap, apd tab can be deter-
mined. The model was attached to the balance frame by
4
.
torque tubes, which extended through the sides of the tun-
nel. (S6.8 refer8hce 2.) The angle of attack was set from
.
outside the tunnel by rotating the torque tubes with an
electric drive. Flap and tab deflections were set inside
the tunnel and -were held by ”frictiori ’clamps on’the torque
rods whichwere used ii ‘measuring the hinge moments. .
.
“.
., TESTS
.’
The tests were made at a dynamic pressure .of 15 pounds
per square foot which corresponds to an air velocity of
about ’76 miles per hc~r at standard sea-lev~l conditions.
The effective Reynolcls number of t~e ‘t’ests’was “approxi-
mately. 2,.760,000. (Effective Reynolds nlunbe’r“= test
Reynolds number X turbulence” factor. The tur%ulen’ce fac-
tor. 9f the + by 6-foot vertical tu~nel is 1.93.)
..
. . ..
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‘The six-flap no%e shapes. were tested “first with,the ,
tab neutral anti the”’ga~’at the. flap nose 0.5 of l.percent
of the airfoil chord.: The preliminary results indicated
that a satisfact~ry .investigat ion of flap nose shape char-
acteristics could be Rade by testing ocly the blunt-nose
shape, O, the tiediua-nose shape, 20, and the sharp-nose
Shape, 31, arid these nose shapes ‘will hereafter Ve’ref,erred
to as blunt , .mediun; and ‘sharp. . Accordingly, the tebts
were continued with the Q.005c gap and the three flap nose
shapes previously mentioned to .de’t”erminqthe effects of
flap nose shape variation on the characteristics of a“
O.ZOcf ta%. The t“edtsof the blunt-i medium-, and sharp-
nose sha-pes.were”finally ,ext.ended to determine the effects
of gap sizes “at‘the “flap”nose of 0.00Ic, “O.O1OC, and with
the gap sealed. Lift, &rag, and p’itching moments of the
airfoil and hirige”.moments’of the -fl~apanil tab were meas-
ured. l?or each flap and tab deflection,force teit.s
were made throughout the atigle-of-”attack rang”e from nega-
tive to positive stall at 20 }ncremen-t’g”o’fangle of.attack
except near t’&e airfoil” stall, where 1° in’creraents in angle
of attack -were used. . . ,. .’
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The coe~ficients and.-symbolk usedin this report are
defined as follows: .-
5.,
c1
Cd
o
Cm
c ~f
‘%qj
where
L
do
m
hf
ht
c
Cf
Ct
q
and a.
tif
6~
1
airfoil section lift coefficient ()G
a()airfoil profile-drag coefficient ~Qc
airfoil section pitching-moment coefficient about
()
the quarter-chord point —m
qc2
flap section hinge-moment coefficient hf
()p
‘ ht
()
tab section hinge-moment coefficient —
qctz
airfoil section lift
airfoil profile drag
airfoil section pitching moment about quarter-
chord point of airfoil
flap section hinge, moment
tab section hinge moment
chord of basic airfoil with flap and tab neutral
flap chord ~measured from flap-hinge axis to flap
trailin& edge, tab neutral)
tab chord
dynamic pressure (‘/2pv’)
angle of attack from zero lift for airfoil of
infinite aspect ratio
flap deflection with respect to airfoil
tab deflection with respect to flap
.-
.
6
Precision
The accuracy of the data is indicated by the devia-
tion from zero of the lift and moment coefficients at ‘.
zero angle of attack and flap deflection. The maximum error in
effective angle of attack at ‘zero lift appears to be about
+~.zoc The flap deflections were set to within +0.2°. ..
Tunnel corrections, experimentally determined in the 4-
by 6-foot vertical tunnel, were applied to lift coeffi-
cients only. The hinge-moment coefficients, therefore,
are probably higher than would be obtained in free air;
hence the values presented are considered to be conserva-
tive. The increments of drag coefficients should be rean
sonably independent of” tunnel effect, although the abso-
lute values of drag coefficient are subject to an undeter-
mined correction. Inaccuracies in the airfoil and flap
section data presented are thought to be negligible rela- ,
tive to the inaccuracies that will be incurre’d in the ap-
plication of the data to finite airfoils.
.
Summary of Test Results
.
.
In order that the results for the tests of the vari- .
ous model configurations may be more easily found, a table
..
has been prepared giving the- model arrangements tested and
the figure numbers for the plots of the corresponding data.
.
.
.
.
. .
Flap
nose shape
(Medium),
(sharp),
Blunt
Medium
sharp
Blunt
Medium
ShRrp
Gap size
“o .005C
sealed
O.oolc
0.005C
O.oloc
sealed
O.oolc
0.005C
O.oloc
sealed
O.oolc
o.005C
0.Oloc
Flap deflection
(deg)
>0,5,10,15,20,25,30,45
> 0,
10,25
‘O,5,1O,15,2O,25,3O
‘O,5,1O,15,2O,25,3O
‘0,5,10,15,20,25,30
l!abdeflection
(deg)
o
,+10#15#20#30
,-10,-15,-20,-30
>
:esults
fig.)
2a,h
10,13a
ll,12,13b
3a
3b
3C
3d
4a
411
4C
4d
5a
5b
5C
5d
..,
DISCUSS IOI1
.
*
!Che airfoil section lift coefficients and the flap
section hi’nge-mom”ent coefficients of the NAIXi 0009 airfoil
with a 0.30c flap having an aerodynamic overhang of 0.20cf
and a gap of 0.005c at the flap nose are plotted against
angle of attack for the flap neutral in figure 2(a), and
against flap deflections for several angles of attack in
figure 2(b), to show the effect of six variations of flap
nose shape. The data in figures 2(a) and (b) indicate
that the effect of flap nose shape could be determined
satisfactorily by considering only the O or blunt-, 20 or
medium-, and 31 or sharp-flap nose shapes. For this rea-
son only the points for the blunt-”, medium-, and sharp-.
flap nose shapes have been faired. The results of the
tests to determine the section characteristics of the air-
foil and blunt nose flap haviag the gap at the flap nose
sealed are given in figure 3(a), with a gap of 0.00Ic in ‘.
figure 3(b), with a gap of 0.005c in figure 3(c), and with
a gap of O.O1OC in figure 3(d). In figures 4(a), (b), . ~
(c), and (d) and figures 5(a), (b) , (c) , and (d) the re-
sults of tests for the various gap conditions for the flap
with medium- and sharp-flap nose shapes, respectively are
presented.
. .
Lift -
J
act()The slope of the airfoil section lift “curve, ~ ,00
in agreement ~ith the results in reference’ 1, was only f
slightly affected by variations of flap nose shape. (See
fi~, 2(a).) The value of (ac~ )\=Z &~ for the airfoil with
the blunt nose flap and a 0.005c gap was about 0.094,
which is in satisfactory agreement with the value obtained
# with a plain flap and 0.005c gap in reference 6.
The effect of flap nose shape on the variation of Ct
with bf was significant. For flap deflection from 0° tq
15° or 20° the flap with t-he blunt-nose shape gave the
- highest values of Ct at the several angles of attack in-
vestigated (fig. 2(b)). Yor f+ap deflections greater than
200, the flap with the medium-nose shape gave the highest
. .
.-
.
.
- .-
9‘.
values of Ct. At ~ of -8° and 0° , the Ctmax for the
medium nose flap occurred at 69 = 30°, and at a= 8°
the ~fmax was about 25°. The sharpflap nose shape was
generally inferior to the blunt- and medium-nose shapes
throughout the range of flap deflections.
In general, for all flap nose shapes, increases in
the size of the gap at the flap nose caused the slope
()act-3TQ~ to decrease, and the curves became increasinglyf
nonlinear at high angles of attack, resulting in reduced
values of cz at these angles of attack (figs. 3, 4, and()J Cf.o5) . The flap lift effectiveness, was also~ cl’
greatly affected by the presence of a gap. Increases in()aaothe gap size gave decreases in the value of a~l’
and the magnitude of these decreases was greatest a~ the
high values of ct. This gap effect also increased with
increase of sharpness of the flap nose.
Pitching Moments
With the blunt nose flap neutral and the gap sealed,
the rate of change of pitching-moment coefficient with
a cm
lift coefficient, ()=1 /j; was about 0.010 (fig. Z(a))
which is in agreement with the value obtained in reference
6. The most noticeable effect of the gap on cm was the
reduction in
(’~Cm
)(5& q’
which was observed at high values
Oft.
II
This reduction is indicated by an increase in
slope of pitching-moment-coefficient curves for the various
values of tif (figs. 3(c), (d), 4(c), (d), and 5(c), (d)).
I.o
Hinge- Moments of the Flap
()khfThe parameter — was generally unaffected byb~o 6f
than-es in flap nose shape {fig. 2(a)). The value of
()
b~hf
for the blunt nose flap and a 0.005c gap was
buo 6f
“.
. .
about –0.0060, which, when compared,with the value of ‘
–0.0068 Compc:ed from the plsin flap re~ulis of reference 6,
indicate?l that *the 0.2Ccf overhang on the flap red-~ced
\
(J
ze~+
the value of - slightly.
Gao f\
The vhriation of %f with 6f for several angles
of attack, as presented in figure 2(b), shows that tho
flap with tho olunt–nose. shape had the lowqct values CC
Ch for small vaiuos of 6f, while the medium–flap nose
f
shapo gave. the smallest values of Cw at th~ high flap
dsflaction9. In gf3nerel, regardless Gf the flap nose
.
.
shape, the flap with the 0.20cf overhang gavo lower values
()
bChf
of than did tho plain flap reported in reference 6, -
~ ao .
()
?)Chf
The reductions in tho value of, — for tho flap
66f ~. .
having the 0.20cf ovorhang and a 0.005c gap, when compared
with the value obtained for tho plain flap, mero from 18
to 25 percent, depending on the flap Dose shape.
The effect of the presence of a gap and of gap sizo
on the variation of the flap hinge-moment coefficient with
lift coefficient as shown by the data presented in figures 3,
4, and 5 is negligible. At a given value of c1 * hom-
ever, the v?31u(3 Of
()
2% increases slightly as the
a6f cl
gap is increased. .
‘b
.
.
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Criterion of Balance Effectiveness
A criterion of balance effectiveness is the increment
in flap-hinge-moment coefficient , .Achf, for a given in-
creuent in lift coefficient, Act. Figure 6 shows this
characteristic for the flap with the blunt nose at angles
of attack of -8°, 0°, and 8° for the various gap arrange-
ments tegted. Similar cross plots are presented in figure
7 for the flap having the medium nose and in figure 8 for
the sharp nose flap.
\
Effect of -g,- In gene~al, the results indicate
—— .
that as the gap size incre.~sed. the Achf for a given
ACZ increased, but ‘the smallest increases in ch
f
were
obtained =ith the blunt nose flap. At the large negative
angle of attack andlfor large positive flap deflections
the sealed-gap condition resulted in the highest values .
of ?ACt and the lowest values of Ach~, regardless of
the flap nose shapes. In a like marine;, the sealed-gap
coudition at ao= 0° proved to he the best arrangement
for all values of 6
%
greater than 20° with the medium
nose flap, where wit the O.O1OC gap the values of ACL
were the highest. Yor the high-positive angle-of-attack
condition the sealed gap vas best for the sharp nose flap
at all flap deflections, while the medium nose flap at .
values of 8f greater than 15° ga’ve higher values of Aci
with the O.OIOc gap than with the gap sealed. The best
results for the high angle-of-attack condition and the
blunt nose flap were obtained with the 0.005c gap.
Effect of flap nose shape.- As a result of the fore-
———
going analysis, the flaps witn the blunt-, medium-, and
sharp-nose shayes with gaps sealed were compared to give
an indication of the effect of nose shape on the balance
effectiveness. This comparison is shown in figure 9.
For angles of attack of - 8° and 0° and at all positive
flap deflections up to about 20°, the blunt-nose shape
gave the least increment in flap hinge-moment coefficient
for a given lift coefficient iacrement. At no= 80 the
blunt nose flap with a sealed gap was onl~ slightly %etter
than the other shapes for flap deflections up to 10°, from
which point it became the poorest shape. If the gap at ‘
the nose of the blunt flap was 0.005c, however, this flap
shape would be superior to the otheriflap shapes for
values of &f between 20° and 25°. At tif = 25° the
12
medium nose flap (fig. 7(c)) gave a slightly larger value
of AC%, but it appears that the gain in Cz ~Oula nOt
compensate for the large valu6s of AChf throughout the
lower range of flap deflections.
Tab
The increments of lift c~efficient anti flap hinge-
moment coefficient cav.sed by tab deflections at angles of
attack of
-8°, 0°, and 6° are presented in figures 10(a),
(b) , and (c) for &f = C)”, in figures n(a) , (b), and (c)
for af = 10°, and in figures 12(a), (b), and (c) for “
&f = 25°. The ~esults indicate that for Zf = Oo and 10o
the tia6nit?.@e of the increments of Ct and Chf caused
by tab deflections are a~roximatel~ the same as for the
tab on the plain flap (reference 6). In figures 12(a),
(b), ’and (c) the separation of the inctemsnt curves may
be attributed to the gre~ter effectiveness of the flap
with the medium-flap nose shape than with the other flap
nose shapes at” ?3f= 25° as indicated in figure 2(b).
In general, it aFpears that for an unstalled flap, the
increinents in the airfoil section lift coefficient and
flap-section hinge-moment coefficient caused by moderate
tab deflections are independent of f-lap nose shape and
small amounts of aerodynamic overhang. Because the incre-
ments of ch
f aq~ c1 caused by tab deflection are gen-
.
.
.
..
“
.
.
erally independent of flap nose shape except that the raed-
ium-flap nose shape maintained tab effecti~eness.at larger .
values of &f* only the section characteristics of the
airfoil and the flap with the medium nose and 0.2dc~ tab
as affected by t=% deflection are presented in figure 13.
Drag
The profile-drag coefficients for the airfoil and
flap with the blunt-, medium-, and s’harp-nose shapes are
plotted for bf = 0° and 5° for the various gap arrange-
ments tested in figure 14. The results indicate that the
minimum profile-drag coefficient was obtained with the
blunt nose flap and with the gap sealed. Using the blunt-
. .
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nose shape and sealed-gap condition as a basis, the incre-
ments of profile-drag coefficient with the medium-flap
nose shape and sealed gap was about 0.0008, while with the
sharp-nose shape and sealed gap the increment in profile-
drag coefficient was 0.0015. Because of a relatively
large unhewn tunnel correction, the drag coefficients
cannot be considered as ai.)solute; however, the relative
values should be independent of tunnel effects. .
Parameters
The use of aerodynamic parameters (reference 5) is a
direct means by which the characteristics of the different
flap nose shapes and the various amounts of aerodynamic
%alance may be compared. while it is not within the scope
of this paper to make a complete analysis by this method,
it is important that, in general, the effects of flap
aerodynamic overhang, nose shape, and gap on the parame-
ters be treated.
In agreement with the resizlts of reference 6, the
value of ()%
~ao &f
for the blunt nose flap neutral and
gap sealed was 0.09’7. As previously discussed, the value
of this parameter decreased-as the gap size increased.
()
ha.
The flap effectiveness ~ for the blunt flap with
f
c1
gap sealed was -0.57, and this value decreased slightly
as the taper of the flap nose increased. This value of
the lift effectiveness for a 0.30c flap having a 0.20cf
blunt overhang is in exact agreement with the effective-
ness of the 0.30c plain flap in reference 6 and indicates
that the effectiveness of a flap is not affected by a
small flap overhang.
Two parameters of major concern to the designer of a
control surface are the flap hinge-moment parameters
~Chf
(- )
aChf
and ()
~q AS previously pointed out in the
‘ao 8f
discussion of the results, for the three nose shapes most
. .
ac~
()completely investigated aad with gaps sealed, .~—
*UO bf
was about -0.0060, which shows a slight reduction in the
value of this parameter for. ? flap having a small over- ‘.
hang when compared to the plain flap valqe of -0.0068.
achf “ ‘
The value of ()
..
varie~ with flap nose s-hape. ?/ith
~ao
the blunt-nose shape the value was -0.0088, and this was
the lowest value obtained with the 0.20cf o’verhang on the
flap.
t)The values of -# ““fby”:thq medium and-sharpf C@
nose flaps were -0.0102 and -0.0110, respectively. The
~Chfovalue of — for the plain flap was about -0.0120,
~a6f &
indicating that the reductions in the value of this ~aram-
eier caussd by the 0.20cf overhang are dspend~nt on flap .
nose sfiapas. 3’rom this discussion it no-aid also follow : -
that the parameber for free-control effactivensss.
.
~atf -
(x ~
“:
= O, will be. highest for the blunt nose flap.
‘0‘l%f
t~h–eeffeet of gap on the values of the parameters
was quite marked. As the gap was increased, in general
(Azc~ \creased, while the value of “f increased slightly:To
15
,
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The results of the tests show that for a given lift
coefficj. ent the reduction in flap section hinge-moment
coefficient obtainable by the addition of a small aero-
dynamic overhanging balance will change with the variation
of the flap nose shape a~d the size of the gap at the flap
noOe. The blunt nose flap gave the greatest reduction in
flap hinge-moment coefficient for rncderate flap deflec-
tions, but for flap deflections greater than 20°, the med-
ium nose flap was the most effective in this respect. In
general, the lift effectiveness of the flap was the same
as for a plain flap and was unaffected by the small
amount of aerodynamic overhanging balance.
The characteristics of the tab appear to be inde-
pendent of flap nose shape and the small amount of flap
overhang for the unstalled conditions of the airfoil-flap-
tab combinations.
For negative and zero angles of attack the gap at
the flap nose reduced the balance effectiveness at posi-
tive deflections of the flap, and as the taper of the flap
nose increased, the’ reduction in effectiveness increased.
At high positive angles of attack and flap deflections,
the test data indicate that a 0.005c gap might improve
the balance effectiveness of a flap having blunt or medium
no se.
The minimum profile-drag coefficient was obtained
with the blunt nose flap neutral and with the gap sealed.
As the taper of the flap nose was increased, the profile-
drag coefficient increased.
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, ‘
Langley Field, Pa.
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TABLE 1.- 0RDI~AT3S
[Stations and ordinates
r
i Stations
o
1.25
2.5
%5
10
15
23
25
30
40
50
60
73
80
90
95
100
100
FOR NACA 0009 AIRFOIL
in percent of wing chord]
——. ——
I
Upper
I
Lower
~u~fa~e
“+
surface
o
1.42
~a96
2.6?
3.15
3.61
4.01
4*3Q
4.46
4.50
4.35
3.97
3.42
2.75
1.97
1.C9
.60
(.10)
o
0
-1.42
-1.96
-2.67
-3.15.
-3.51
-4.01
-4.30
-4.46
-4.50
-4.35
-3.97
-3.42
-2.75
-1.97
-1.09
,-
(::;)
0
L. 3. radius: 0.89
.!2AELE II.- I?LAP NOSE SEAJ?E
.
[Stations and ordinates for 0.30c flap with
0.20cf overhang on NACA 0009 airfoil]
Rose s~ape
Stations
(percent c)
o
.25
,50
1.!)0
2.09
2.74
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
6.75
7.00
7.’73
8.00
6.50
9.00
9.50
10.25
10.Q
Nose rad
0j8”120j28[28A\31
Ordinzites .(percent c)
o
----
1.16
1.58
2.10
----
2.40
2.58
2.70
2.71
----
2.“68
~
2
.+
‘*
$:
*Q
++
g%!
~.
z
J
2.41
1.45
.——
0
.55
.79
1.13
1.59
----
1.93
2.18
2.41
2.52
----
2.59
----
2.60
2.58
t
Orl ID
+.(-II+
&$
2224
J/
2.41
——
0.58
——
0
.34
l 49
.?6
1.15
----
1.46
1.75
1.98
2,17
----
2.33
----
2.44
----
2.49
2.48
2.42
2.41
..—
0.20
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